WINDOW REPLACEMENT MADE EASY

Window replacement can be time-consuming, expensive and frustrating —
but it doesn’t have to be with Aperture Windows. When you choose Aperture, you receive
customizable solutions and a dedicated and experienced contractor to install them for you.
If you want the best quality at affordable prices.

Why Use an Aperture Contractor?

Aperture is the clear choice.
With the Aperture Collection, you receive your own dedicated and
experienced contractor to complete the entire installation for you.
Recognized for their knowledge, professionalism and reliability, Aperture
contractors help you determine the right window solution for your
home, assist you in the specifying and ordering process, and ensure the
installation is accurate and efficient.

Our Contractors Meet Extensive Criteria

Must have all up to date insurance and licensing for local town/city/state
Must be in good credit standing with their distributor/supplier
No bankruptcies in the past 5 years
Factory certified and trained through the Aperture Program’s trainers
Been in business for at least 3 years
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Aperture Window Features

Aperture
is the clear
choice.

1

Foam Filled Frame and Components
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Interlock

High density polyurethane insulated frames and
extrusions provide additional energy savings.

Sits flush when locked into place, providing
best-in-class air seal and improved security.
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AnchorTite Weather Stripping
Providing an air leakage rate as low as
.05cfm/sf — among the lowest in the industry.
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Equal Sash Sight Lines
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Proprietary Sill Dam

The top and bottom sashes are equal,
ensuring the look of a traditional window
with improved exterior views. *

Sloped sill with I-beam reinforcement for added
water protection, drainage and structural integrity.
* Only applies to double-hung windows
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Performance
Matters

From quality frame and sash materials, glass to LowE coatings, gas fills and spacer systems,
a well-constructed window is engineered to help keep your home’s temperature comfortable
year-round.
Independent certification and testing laboratories like AAMA ® , Energy Star ® and NFRC ® exist
to maintain stringent industry standards and provide consumers with this information for
making an informed decision.
Aperture products are AAMA Gold Label Certified. AAMA is an independent testing
organization that sets standards on performance and quality for the window industry.
This certification program requires every part used in the finished unit, pass a series of
stringent performance tests. You can rest assured that our AAMA approved windows are
of the highest quality, down to the last detail.
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Choose Your Glass Package
The right glass package is key to the performance of a window.
You’ll want to pay attention to the U-Value, which indicates the
rate of heat flow through a window. The lower the number, the

Ovation Glass Package
The Ovation glass package uses one LowE coating
on the sealed side of the exterior pane and argon
gas fill. Good for year-round insulating without
excessive solar heating in the summer months.

more energy-efficient.

Better

0.27
U-Value

All Aperture products use LowE insulating glass, which employs
a high-performance coating designed to selectively reflect

Encore Glass Package

thermal and visible wavelengths. This allows the glass unit to

The Encore glass package doubles the amount of

both reflect heat where it’s needed and provide a crystal-clear

LowE surfaces. This combination provides heat

view. Other ultra-high performance glass configurations are

reflection from both panes. A thermally improved

available upon request.

option, good for a wide range of demanding climates.

Best

0.24
U-Value
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Reliance Spacer System
A spacer keeps a window’s glass panes the correct
distance apart. In some windows, the spacer in the window
frame can be conductive, allowing valuable energy to
escape. Our Reliance Spacer System reduces conductivity
by 45% by eliminating metal components, allowing our
products to maintain optimal thermal performance.

air leakage rate
as low as

.05 cfm/sf

The graphic below shows that the Reliance Spacer
achieves a temperature of +21.4 degrees warmer than
other spacer systems. If the temperature outside is 0
degrees, and the interior temperature is 70 degrees, the
“touch” temperature of the glass would be 46.6 degrees.
This keeps the warm air in, maintaining a more consistent
interior temperature
Our Reliance Spacer System
reduces thermal conductivity by

45%

Technology that Enhances
Performance
All Aperture products are designed to meet
ENERGY STAR ® 6.0 requirements for the
Northern zone. This means that whatever
Mother Nature throws at you, your home will
be prepared and protected.
With AnchorTite Weather Stripping, our windows
lead the industry in air filtration performance
and our Reliance Spacer System, keeps your
window up to 21 degrees warmer than standard
spacer systems.
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Spacer Comparisons
up to +21.4˚F warmer
temperature at the
edge of the glass
Outside 0° F
Inside 70° F
46.6˚F
Reliance Spacer
43.7˚F
Super Spacer®
31.6˚F
Intercept®
+25.2˚F
Aluminum Spacer
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Window

Slider

Bay & Bow

Casement

Hopper

Awning

Geometric

Single Hung

Patio Doors

Types
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Other Custom Window Shapes and Mulled Configurations Available
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Options &
Accessories

Choose Your Casing

Autolock Comes Standard

Available Window Colors

Exterior Casings for Aperture Windows are available in
four-sided, three-sided with sill, and standard or offset
configurations. Casings can be painted to match or
contrast with you window color choice.

Autolock hardware on Aperture Double Hung Windows
automatically locks once the window sash is closed.
For security and peace of mind, simply lower the sash
and confirm that it has latched.

White

Interior Wood Finishes

For Interior and Exterior

Tan

Black

Anthracite
Gray

Bronze

Cranberry

Forest Green

Driftwood

Dark Oak

Wood Grain

Mahogany

Offset

Standard

Flat Casing

Brickmould

5-inch

Standard vs.

Casing

Brickmould

Offset Profile

Cameo

Clay

Available in
these colors:
White
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Classic Cream

Black

Tan

Polished
Nickel

Sable

Sandstone

Wicker

Please Note: Printed color swatches
may vary from exact product colors
and finishes. Please see your
Aperture Contractor for exact color
and finish samples.
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Your Aperture windows are backed by the best warranty in the business. Aperture
offers a limted lifetime warranty available on all components, glass and paint —
plus five years no-cost labor on service. We believe in our products and back them
up with a manufacturer-provided labor warranty.

Warranty

Our limited lifetme non-prorated warranty covers the entire window. Meaning, if the
window fails during the warranty period, it's covered (replaced or repaired). Plus, it's
completely transferrable to a second homeowner without a transfer fee.

Warranty Comparison

Features

Andersen
Windows and
Doors Limited
Warranty

Renewal by
Andersen
Limited Warranty

Marvin
Wood and Clad/
Wood Window
and Door Limited
Warranty

Pella
Wood Window and
Patio Door Limited
Warranty

Aperture
Limited Lifetime Non-Prorated
Transferable Window and
Sliding Door Warranty

Windows or Door Frame,
Hardware, and Moving
Parts

10 Years

10 Years

10 Years

10 Years

Limited Lifetime Non-Prorated

Insulated Glass

20 Years

20 Years

20 Years

20 Years

Limited Lifetime Non-Prorated

Screen

10 Years

10 Years

10 Years

10 Years

Limited Lifetime Non-Prorated

Service Labor

None

First 2 Years

None

First 2 Years

First 5 Years

Competitor Warranty Information: Andersen Windows, Inc. Limited Warranty 2020, Andersen is a registered trademark of Andersen Corporation. Marvin Window and Door Limited Warranty 19913555, 2020.
Marvin is a registered trademark of Marvin Lumber and Cedar Company (Marvin). Pella Wood Window and Door Limited Warranty WPW0614. Pella is a registered trademark of Pella Corporation.
Harvey is a registered trademark of Harvey Building Products/Lansing Building Products.
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We have helped thousands of residential customers and installers by providing exquisite,
energy-efficient, made-to-order windows at a price point they can afford, in a timeframe they
love, all supported by our customer service teams and in-field reps.

aperturecollection.com
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